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FDA MISSION
• The Food and Drug Administration is responsible for protecting the public 

health by ensuring the safety, efficacy, and security of human and veterinary 
drugs, biological products, and medical devices; and by ensuring the safety of 
our nation's food supply, cosmetics, and products that emit radiation.

• FDA also has responsibility for regulating the manufacturing, marketing, and 
distribution of tobacco products to protect the public health and to reduce 
tobacco use by minors.

• FDA is responsible for advancing the public health by helping to speed 
innovations that make medical products more effective, safer, and more 
affordable and by helping the public get the accurate, science-based 
information they need to use medical products and foods to maintain and 
improve their health.

• FDA also plays a significant role in the Nation's counterterrorism capability. 
FDA fulfills this responsibility by ensuring the security of the food supply and 
by fostering development of medical products to respond to deliberate and 
naturally emerging public health threats.

www.fda.gov
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AGENDA

• FDA OPQO Division Hierarchy
• Compliance Program 7346.832 - Pre-Approval 

Inspections
• Updates to the latest Compliance Program 

7346.832 - Pre-Approval Inspections 
• How to prepare for Pre-Approval Inspection
• Summary of changes 

www.fda.gov
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Acronyms
• ORA (Office of Regulatory Affairs)
• OPQO (Office of Pharmaceutical Quality 

Operations)
• PAI (Pre-approval Inspections)
• NDA (New Drug Application)
• ANDA (Abbreviated New Drug Applications)
• PQS (Pharmaceutical Quality Systems)
• EC (Establishment Conditions)
• RRA (Remote Regulatory Assessment)
• RIE (Remote Interactive Evaluation)

www.fda.gov
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New Jersey Offices

The District currently maintains 2 Resident Posts located in East Brunswick, NJ and 
Marlton, NJ.

Pre-approval Managers:  Alice Tsao and Maria Estrella
Contact: ORAPHARM1PAM@fda.hhs.gov
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COMPLIANCE PROGRAM GUIDANCE MANUAL

• Provides instructions to FDA personnel for
conducting activities to evaluate industry
compliance with the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act and other laws administered by
FDA. Compliance Programs are made available
to the public under the Freedom of Information
Act.
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COMPLIANCE PROGRAM GUIDANCE MANUAL

• 7346.832 Pre-Approval Inspections

www.fda.gov

https://www.fda.gov/drugs/guidance-compliance-regulatory-information/drug-compliance-programs
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COMPLIANCE PROGRAM CONTENT

• Field Reporting Requirements
• I- Background
• II- Implementation
• III- Inspectional
• IV- Analytical
• V- Regulatory/ Administrative Strategy
• VI- References
• VII- Center Responsibilities

www.fda.gov
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– Preapproval facility evaluations and inspections support
the assessment of marketing applications by ensuring
that any establishment named in or referenced in
support of an application can perform the proposed
manufacturing operations in conformance with CGMP
requirements and that data submitted in the application
are accurate and complete.

DRUG PRE-APPROVAL INSPECTION (PAI)
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https://www.fda.gov/downloads/AboutFDA/ReportsManualsForms/Forms/UCM082348.pdf
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COMPLIANCE PROGRAM CONTENT

• Field Reporting Requirements
• I- Background
• II- Implementation
• III- Inspectional
• IV- Analytical
• V- Regulatory/ Administrative Strategy
• VI- References
• VII- Center Responsibilities

www.fda.gov
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FIELD REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

• Each division requires a Pre-approval Manager. 
• Explains the communication between CDER and 

ORA Facility Assessment Requests and 
Recommendations.

• The approval or withhold recommendation 
from the division is for the establishment and its 
function listed in the 356h form.
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COMPLIANCE PROGRAM CONTENT

• Field Reporting Requirements
• I- Background
• II- Implementation
• III- Inspectional
• IV- Analytical
• V- Regulatory/ Administrative Strategy
• VI- References
• VII- Center Responsibilities

www.fda.gov
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BACKGROUND

• FD&C Act 
• 2002- Pharmaceutical Current Manufacturing 

Practices for the 21st Century. 
• ADUFA, AGDUFA, BsUFA, GDUFA, MDUFA, PDUFA
• Generic Drug Enforcement Act of 1989
• Agency’s Application integrity policy 
• Foster the integration of facility evaluations or 

application assessments and PAIs.
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Includes references to
• ICH Q12 Pharmaceutical 

Quality Lifecycle Management
• mentions Established 

Conditions (ECs)
• ICH Q9 Quality Risk 

Management
• ICH Q10 Pharmaceutical 

Quality Systems
• Alternative tools to advance 

FDA regulatory responsibility

BACKGROUND
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COMPLIANCE PROGRAM CONTENT

• Field Reporting Requirements
• I- Background
• II- Implementation
• III- Inspectional
• IV- Analytical
• V- Regulatory/ Administrative Strategy
• VI- References
• VII- Center Responsibilities

www.fda.gov
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IMPLEMENTATION

• Who:
– Inspections are conducted for generic and innovator drug applications 

and may cover all facilities associated with a submission.
• What: 

– Original submission, CMC amendments to pending applications, and 
supplements to approved applications.

• Data reviewed:
– CMC section data

• Objectives:
– Readiness for Commercial Manufacturing
– Conformance to Application
– Data Integrity Audit
– Commitment to Quality in Pharmaceutical Development
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Implementation: Objectives for 
Coverage

• Clarified which objectives are mandatory and 
which are risk based (page 13).  

• Depth of coverage can vary depending on the 
situation
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COMPLIANCE PROGRAM CONTENT

• Field Reporting Requirements
• I- Background
• II- Implementation
• III- Inspectional
• IV- Analytical
• V- Regulatory/ Administrative Strategy
• VI- References
• VII- Center Responsibilities

www.fda.gov
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INSPECTIONAL
• When: earliest opportunity to meet goal date

• Who: A CSO, and possible other personnel

• What (Objectives): 
– Readiness for commercial manufacturing (Objective 1)

• Determine whether the establishment has a quality system that is designed 
to achieve sufficient control over the facility and commercial manufacturing 
operations.

1a: Manufacturing and laboratory changes, deviations, and trends relating to the 
development of new drug substance and product manufacturing have been 
adequately evaluated.
1b. A sound and appropriate program for sampling, testing, and evaluation of 
components, in-process materials, finished products, containers and closures for 
the purpose of releasing materials or products has been established, including a 
robust supplier qualification program. 
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INSPECTIONAL: OBJECTIVES

- Readiness for commercial manufacturing (Objective 1)
Determine whether the establishment has a quality system that is designed 
to achieve sufficient control over the facility and commercial manufacturing 
operations.

1c. The establishment has sufficient facility and equipment controls in place 
to prevent contamination of and by the application product (or API). 

1d. Adequate procedures exist for batch release, change control, investigating 
failures, deviations, complaints, and adverse events; and for reporting this 
information to FDA, such as field alert reporting.  Ensure that changes are 
evaluated for the establishment conditions, if proposed by the applicant.

1e. The feasibility of the proposed commercial process and manufacturing 
batch record, including instructions, processing parameters and process 
control measures, are scientifically and objectively justified. This objective is 
linked to the firm’s process validation program. 
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Objective 1a
-NEW
“Development of sound manufacturing and laboratory operations for an application product 
includes repeated, sequential activities that should build understanding of the operational failure 
modes. Developing this understanding and making adequate improvements is critical to ensure 
readiness for manufacturing. To evaluate capabilities, assess whether events and investigations 
relevant to the proposed commercial manufacturing process have been appropriately evaluated, 
including related laboratory, equipment maintenance, and manufacturing (e.g., development batch) 
investigations. Investigative reports or resultant change control reports for development issues may 
not always be as comprehensive as required for marketed drugs. Nonetheless, the firm should 
appropriately document, record, and objectively assess all development data and information, 
including but not limited to data submitted in or generated after the filing of an application or DMF. 
The firm should effectively manage and apply product and process knowledge gained throughout 
the development and commercial life of the product, as appropriate. Effective knowledge 
management assists in risk identification and supports risk management.”
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Objective 1a
-NEW: 

“Review the firm’s change management system for product-specific or 
manufacturing-related changes implemented by the firm to confirm that 
there are data supporting the effectiveness of the changes.  Evaluate and 
confirm that product changes are documented (with justification) and 
that quality risk management is used to evaluate proposed changes for 
potential risks (e.g., hazardous impurities) and their impact on product 
quality. Evaluate and confirm the appropriate implementation of 
product-specific or manufacturing-related changes, which should provide 
a high degree of assurance that there are no unintended consequences. 
It is essential that changes are implemented to correct identified process 
flaws and that the change management system is robust and includes 
assessing the need for additional validation studies for any change.”
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Objective 1d
• New text incorporates the principles of IQH Q12 such 

as Established Conditions, post approval change 
management, and product lifecycle management. 

“Changes must be implemented promptly in accordance 
with CGMP to mitigate the risk of product quality issues 
to future batches (e.g., changes based on investigations, 
corrective actions and preventive actions (CAPAs), 
ongoing process performance and product quality 
monitoring signals).”
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Established Conditions

“Verify that the firm’s change management system assesses the 
need for new or revised ECs (e.g., to respond to observed 
variability), and ensure the firm has procedures to conduct such 
assessments and to determine appropriate reporting categories for 
new or revised ECs where needed (as defined by the application or 
existing guidance).”
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INSPECTIONAL: OBJECTIVES

What (Objectives): 

- Conformance to Application (Objective 2)

Verify that the formulation, manufacturing, or processing 
methods; analytical (or examination) methods; and batch 
records are consistent with descriptions contained in the CMC 
section of the application. This may include CMC information 
relevant to exhibit batches, biobatches, other pivotal clinical 
batches, and the proposed commercial-scale process. 

- Data Integrity (Objective 3)

Audit and verify raw data at the facility that are associated 
with the product. This information can, among other things, 
help to authenticate the data submitted in the CMC section of 
the application as relevant, accurate, complete, and reliable 
for CDER assessment. 
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Objective 2
- NEW: 
• Coverage of the risk management system to ensure 

hazards are identified, mitigated, and continuously 
reviewed
– Nitrosamines, azides, cross contamination

• Strategy for control of operations identified as at 
risk

• Confirm acceptable specification limits
• Confirm that changes are evaluated throughout the 

product’s lifecycle
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INSPECTIONAL

- Commitment to Quality in Pharmaceutical Development (Objective 4 -New-)
Assess the pharmaceutical development program by evaluating the extent to which it
is supported, defined, managed, and continuously assessed for its effectiveness as
well as its use in supporting continual improvement of the PQS.

The level of maturity of the pharmaceutical development program is
evaluated by determining:

• Resources are provided
• Procedures, written reports, and actions of employees and management
ensure comprehensive process and product understanding to the extent
possible.
• Management is aware and enable continual improvement through the
change management system.
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Objective 4
• Quality Indicators:

1. Pharmaceutical Development Program
2. Senior Management Commitment to Quality
3.    Multidisciplinary Integrated Development Team
4.    Quality Risk Management in Development

The information gathered from Objective 4 coverage during a PAI is generally used for 
data analysis or internal trending by FDA and may assist in identification of risk factors 
(e.g., risks related to process, firm history, and product) for future PAI decisions. 

Objective 4 also provides an opportunity for investigators to observe and document 
examples of mature quality practices that exceed CGMP requirements and are indicative 
of an advanced quality system. 

Mature quality practices that exceed CGMP requirements are indicative of an advanced 
PQS, which leads to sustainable compliance and a maximally efficient, agile, flexible 
pharmaceutical manufacturing sector that reliably produces high-quality drug products 
without extensive regulatory oversight (Background)
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INSPECTIONAL

• FDA-483
– Differences from filed CMC 
– Missing data or unreliable data filed in the 

application 
– Method validation
– Lack of suitability of the facility
– Lack or equipment or equipment qualification 
– Other non-conformances (practices, conditions)

• EIR (Establishment Inspection Report)
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COMPLIANCE PROGRAM CONTENT

• Field Reporting Requirements
• I- Background
• II- Implementation
• III- Inspectional
• IV- Analytical
• V- Regulatory/ Administrative Strategy
• VI- References
• VII- Center Responsibilities

www.fda.gov
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Analytical

For NDAs and ANDAs pending a regulatory decision, drug product 
samples and test methods can be collected to: 

• Verify whether the firm’s test methods are suitable for 
regulatory use and whether the drug product meets compendial 
or the firm’s specifications. 

• Verify the integrity of the bioequivalence study. 

• Authenticate the proposed drug product (e.g., new, generic). 

• Provide a reference standard for post-marketing surveillance.
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COMPLIANCE PROGRAM CONTENT

• Field Reporting Requirements
• I- Background
• II- Implementation
• III- Inspectional
• IV- Analytical
• V- Regulatory/ Administrative Strategy
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www.fda.gov
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REGULATORY/ADMINISTRATIVE STRATEGY

• List examples for the ORA PAM to recommend a 
withhold 

• Information regarding process validation 
• Warning letters- for PAI products- If the firm 

does not market FDA regulated products, 
Warning Letters are not appropriate as 
regulatory action to a pre-approval inspection.
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COMPLIANCE PROGRAM CONTENT

• Field Reporting Requirements
• I- Background
• II- Implementation
• III- Inspectional
• IV- Analytical
• V- Regulatory/ Administrative Strategy
• VI- References
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www.fda.gov
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REFERENCES, ATTACHMENTS, PROGRAM 
CONTACTS, AND ACRONYMS

Includes:

• Code or Federal Regulations

• Compliance programs

• Compliance policy guides

• Guidance for Industry

• Program Contacts
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COMPLIANCE PROGRAM CONTENT

• Field Reporting Requirements
• I- Background
• II- Implementation
• III- Inspectional
• IV- Analytical
• V- Regulatory/ Administrative Strategy
• VI- References
• VII- Center Responsibilities

www.fda.gov
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CENTER AND ORA RESPONSIBILITIES

• Define roles and responsibilities regarding application 
assessments and inspections of facilities

• NEW- Attachment A: Includes Remote Regulatory Assessments 
1. FDA Records and Other Information Requests Under Section 

704(a)(4) of the FD&C Act (Statutorily Authorized RRA) 

2. Remote Interactive Evaluation (Voluntary RRA) 
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INDUSTRY PREPARING FOR PAI

• Ask for the Application number being covered
• Ask for a list of documents that the investigator would 

like to have readily available
• Ask for clarification if you do not understand a request. 
• Explain your practice for retrieving documents
• Read the detailed description of objectives listed in the 

PAI compliance program
• Have an understanding of risk associate with the 

manufacturing process of the drug product/substance 
and how the risk is mitigated through a controlled 
robust system
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Summary of Changes

• Updated the background section to expand the scope 
of the compliance program by introducing concepts 
related to:
a) implementation of ICH Q12 and established   
conditions, 
b) relevant elements of ICH Q10 in the context of 
change management system, 
c) evaluation of firm’s pharmaceutical quality system 
(PQS), 
d) the use of alternative tools for evaluating facilities 
during and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Summary of Changes

• Added a table to illustrate which objectives are 
mandatory and how to select optional 
objectives for coverage.

• Updated objectives to ensure coverage related 
to ICH Q10 and Q12 (for example, PQS, change 
management system, established conditions).

• Updated objectives to ensure coverage of 
nitrosamines and other potential hazardous 
impurities.
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Summary of Changes
• Added a new objective 4, Commitment to 

Quality in Pharmaceutical Development, to 
support the evaluation of the firm’s PQS and 
facilitate use of New Inspection Protocol Project 
(NIPP) for PAI. 
This is to observe and document examples of 
mature quality practices that exceed CGMP 
requirements and are indicative of an advanced 
quality system.
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Summary of Changes

• Added Attachment A - Remote Regulatory 
Assessments (RRAs) including record requests 
under Section 704(a)(4) of the FD&C Act and 
Remote Interactive Evaluations (RIE).

• Example of Establishment Condition review in 
Attachment B
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